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To reduce th mounted on provides redu called gradio GOES-R. * donald.chu- Even out on the boom, the magnetometers may see stray fields due to the solar array, arcjet thrusters and reaction wheels. All three are expected to be on the order of 0.1 nanoteslas (nT) at the inboard (IB) magnetometer and about half that at the outboard (OB) magnetometer. We may pre-process magnetometer observations to correct for some of these so that what remains is close to being white noise with 0.1 nT standard deviation.
Assessing
At geostationary altitude, the magnetometers see fields about five hundred times smaller than those at the Earth's surface, i.e. 100 nT rather than 50 μT. Figure 2 shows fields for a quiet and a storm day. Fields routinely vary by 10% on quiet days but during storms can vary by 200% or more. For this reason, our magnetometer measurement range goes from -512 to +512 nT. Resolution is 0.016 nT, and root mean square noise is under 0.1 nT.
Figure 2. Quiet and Storm Day Fields

Error Sources
From ground calibration, zero offsets are well-known at launch but may drift over time due to aging of electronics components, e.g. resistors. Although not well-documented, the commonly accepted "rule of thumb" is that zero offsets drift by 0.2 nT/√yr. They do so as a random walk with variance growing linearly with time and standard deviation growing as the square root of time.
Misalignments come from launch shock, thermal deformation and manufacturing. Launch shock misalignment can usually be limited to 0.1 o . After deployment, the boom is heated and cooled by the Sun which can cause the inboard magnetometer to rotate up to 0.15 o and the outboard magnetometer to rotate up to 0.10 o with respect to it. There are also constant sensor axis internal misalignments on the order of 1 o but which are known to 0.1 o .
Like zero offsets, scale factor errors are known at launch but may drift over time. Although scale factor drift is also due to changing resistor values, we know of no "rule of thumb" corresponding to that for zero offset. Worst case analyses predict 0.4% maximum drift over the 15-year mission lifetime which translates to a drift rate of 0.1%/√yr.
Algorithms and Requirements
For these expected noise and stray fields, using the gradiometer algorithm would worsen the noise more than it would reduce the stray fields. 1 The algorithm we will probably use to estimate the ambient field is simple averaging of the inboard and outboard readings
The GOES-R magnetometer subsystem is required to provide ambient field measurements with absolute mean plus 2 or 3 standard deviations ( ) error less than 1.7 nT per axis. For "quiet" days, it is 3 , and for storms it is 2
Although not If is larger than 0.3 nT, the calibration maneuver should be repeated.
Observation Model
The observation model predicts the inboard and outboard magnetometer readings as functions of field and calibration parameters. The parameters we include are:
1. ambient magnetic field in orbital coordinates 2. spacecraft magnetic field in spacecraft body coordinates 3. zero offsets for two magnetometers , in magnetometer coordinates 4. inboard magnetometer misalignment in inboard magnetometer coordinates 5. inboard-to-outboard magnetometer relative misalignment in outboard magnetometer coordinates 6. scale factor errors for two magnetometers , 7. non-orthogonality (internal misalignments) for two magnetometers , in magnetometer coordinates
Because the magnetometers are both on the boom, the outboard misalignment is the sum of the inboard misalignment plus an inboard-to-outboard relative misalignment. Outboard alignment depends on inboard alignment, so the two are not independent. To avoid this complication, we use as misalignment parameters the spacecraft-to-inboard and inboardto-outboard relative misalignments. This keeps all the parameters independent.
Altogether there are 30 possible solve-for and consider parameters which we bundle in a vector
The observation model is
The other quantities in the model are described below:
• Attitude matrix transforms the ambient field from orbital to body, i.e. nominal magnetometer, coordinates.
• Nominal body-to-magnetometer alignment matrices and transform the ambient field from body to nominal magnetometer coordinates.
• Misalignment matrix transforms the ambient field from body to magnetometer coordinates and is made up of the three misaligned sensor axes , and =
Misalignment angles , and represent the x, y and z components of the sensor axis rotation vectors. For small angles, may be approximated as 
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Simulation
In principle, simulation is easy. One assumes parameter values, plugs them into the observation model, computes the batch least squares solution and then sees how large the error is. How one connects and combines them, however, makes a difference. We ran multiple 15-year missions, averaged them to get performance as a function of time over those 15 years and reported the value of the End-of-Life (EOL) performance metric.
If the magnetometer observations were linear functions of the solve-for parameters , the minimum variance weighted batch least squares solution would be =
where is the observation derivative with respect to the parameters being solved for
is the observation vector, and is the minimum variance ( ) weighting matrix
In normal operations when we solve only for the ambient field, this is the solution. During calibration, we also solve for zero offsets and misalignments. Because the observations depend nonlinearly on the misalignments, it is necessary to iterate on the solution ← +
When iteration is necessary, is replaced by the residual or innovation which is the difference between the observation vector and the model prediction ℎ as computed from the current parameter estimate
How many iterations are necessary depends on the accuracy desired. As part of the process, one gets an estimate of the solution covariance that thanks to reflects the contribution of the observation noise
For normal operations, i.e. averaging, only includes the ambient field
For calibration, includes the ambient field, zero offsets and bulk misalignments =
We calibrate immediately after launch, evaluate daily performance at monthly intervals and optionally calibrate once a year thereafter. If we are doing quiet days, we compute the absolute mean plus 3 sigma error for each day, average them over the missions and report the EOL value. For storms, we compute the absolute mean plus 2 sigma error.
In computing each day's error metric, we took 1000 samples with:
1. random noise and misalignments 2. simulated zero offsets and scale factors 3. current zero offset and misalignment estimates This assumes that performance is worst at EOL which is expected because scale factor has then had the most time to drift. What we deliberately did not do was to take the metric of EOL metrics or worst case of EOL metrics. This would be overly conservative and would likely turn a 3 sigma number into something like a 5 sigma number.
Depending on the ambient fields used, performance can be different. For calibration, we used quiet day data from GOES-12. For quiet day performance, we used a nominal 100 nT field largely directed in the southern direction. For storm day performance, however, we simulated random fields up to 300 nT magnitude pointing in all directions. We felt that this was a conservative but realistic choice of fields.
Consider Covariance
The batch least squares solution provides an estimate of the covariance matrix that includes the effect of Gaussian observation noise but assumes that all other parameters not being solved-for are perfectly known. If those parameters are not perfectly known, we can add a "consider" covariance that accounts for those uncertainties. 3 The total covariance is the sum of these two contributions
Consider covariance is just a transformation of the consider parameter covariance to the solve-for parameters. A derivation based on the chain rule follows:
• If the consider parameters themselves have covariance , their contribution to the total covariance is of the form =
where transforms consider parameter uncertainty to solve-for parameter uncertainty
• If is the observation derivative with respect to the consider parameters = (27) the observation uncertainty due to consider parameter uncertainty is = (28)
• The linear batch least squares solution is itself a transformation of observations to solve-for parameters
• Because ℎ models , is the same as , and becomes
With the covariance approach, one doesn't actually solve for ambient field. There is no solution and so one cannot compute an error. All we have is the standard deviation which comes from the covariance matrix. Assuming that the averaging estimator is unbiased so that its mean error is zero, we simply multiply the standard deviation by 2 or 3 depending on whether it is a quiet or storm day as use that as the performance metric.
Observation Derivatives
We need observation partial derivatives with respect to the field and calibration parameters both to solve the batch least squares problem in the simulation and to compute the consider covariance. Because both can be solved as linear, we only need first-order approximations of the partials. Derivations are sketched out below:
• Given the observation model above, the derivatives of the inboard magnetometer readings with respect to the ambient and stray fields and with respect to the zero offsets are simply the identity matrix
Those for the outboard magnetometer are the same except that the stray field derivative is .
• The derivative with respect to scale factor errors is the diagonal matrix
• The derivative with respect to bulk misalignment is the anti-symmetric matrix
• The derivative with respect to the non-orthogonality is the symmetric matrix
The derivative matrix is then
RESULTS
As discussed above, there are different performance requirements for quiet and storm days. Quiet day simulation and covariance results are shown in Figure 5 . Performance with annual calibration is shown on the left. End-of-Life (EOL) error stays well below the 1.7 nT per axis limit. Maximum EOL error on any axis is 1.2 nT. After determining the launch shock misalignment during Post-Launch Test (PLT), solving for misalignment does not help. Thereafter, error builds due to zero offset and scale factor drift, but calibration brings it back down giving a saw tooth pattern.
Performance with PLT calibration only is shown on the right. Now, the error grows monotonically because there are no calibration maneuvers to track it. After fifteen years, the errors on two of the three axes exceed the specification. The largest error is 2.0 nT. In both the annual and PLT-only calibration cases, the simulation results are almost always worse than the covariance results. Because the simulation allows for higher fidelity modeling, we use the simulation numbers.
These quiet day results are better than might have been expected in light of our inability to track scale factor. A 0.4% EOL worst case scale factor error in a 100 nT field could give a 0.4 nT ambient field error. One reason things are not worse than they are may be that we are evaluating quiet day performance in fields like those used for calibration.
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